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roads, the establishment of schools, or the improvement
of urban and rural life. Wherever the Ottoman Govern-
ment has had an opportunity to exercise authority, decay,
destruction and desolation have resulted. The main con-
tributions of the nomad Turks to Western civilization
have been a religion which is Arabic rather than Turkish,
and an exemplary military prowess. The British and
Arabs in the late Great War have testified repeatedly to
the clean fighting and bravery of Turkish soldiers, who
respected every truce, but whose record as captors ^as
far less to be admired.
In most ways the Turks have been imitative. Their
language, literature, art, and costumes have been bor-
rowed mostly from the East but now increasingly from
the West. They have failed to respond to the progress
of world civilization. Despite the fact that the fall of
Constantinople is generally regarded as the close of the
Middle Ages, the spirit of the Middle Ages has remained
with Turkey to this day.
Thirdly, Turkey has decayed because few Turks re-
main. Anatolia has a sparse population with a consider-
able majority of females. The young men have suffered
heavily through war and disease. Knowing Turks have
told me that the most serious feature of the Turkish State
was the deficiency of Moslems capable of maintaining
their government or of helping develop the rich resources
of Turkey through the natural agencies of agriculture
and commerce. The writer has been informed upon good
authority that of the 3,800 Moslems living in Mersivan
who responded to the first call to arms in the Great War,
only six returned within a few weeks after the armistice.
A fourth reason for Turkey's decline was the lack of
intellectual stimulus. The educational facilities available
to Turkish children were grossly inadequate. The vast
majority of the population of Anatolia is unable to read
or write. Practically the only foreign books at all widely

